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Abstract In the world of recommender systems, so-called content-based methods
are an important approach that rely on the availability of detailed product or item
descriptions to drive the recommendation process. For example, recommendations
can be generated for a target user by selecting unseen products that are similar
to the products that the target user has liked or purchased in the past. To do
this, content-based methods must be able to compute the similarity between pairs
of products (unseen products and liked products, for example) and typically this
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is achieved by comparing product features or other descriptive elements. The approach works well when product descriptions are readily available and when they
are detailed enough to afford an effective similarity comparison. But this is not
always the case. Detailed product descriptions may not be available since they can
be expensive to create and maintain. In this article we consider another source
of product descriptions in the form of the user-generated reviews that frequently
accompany products on the web. We ask whether it is possible to mine these reviews, unstructured and noisy as they are, to produce useful product descriptions
that can be used in a recommendation system. In particular we describe a novel
approach to product recommendation that harnesses not only the features that
can be mined from user-generated reviews but also the expressions of sentiment
that are associated with these features. We present a recommendation ranking
strategy that combines similarity and sentiment to suggest products that are similar but superior to a query product according to the opinion of reviewers, and
we demonstrate the practical benefits of this approach across a variety of Amazon
product domains.
Keywords User-generated Reviews · Opinion Mining · Sentiment-based Product
Recommendation

1 Introduction
Product recommender systems have, for a long time, relied on two primary sources
of recommendation knowledge, either user ratings [55, 56, 10, 53, 29] or product descriptions [46, 35, 57, 5]. For example collaborative filtering approaches [56, 53] rely
on the former to identify a neighbourhood of users who are similar to some target
user to act as a source of item recommendations; basically products are selected
for recommendation based on their popularity and/or ratings amongst the similar
users. Alternatively, when product descriptions are available then content-based
[46, 35] or case-based [57, 5] recommendation approaches can be used, selecting
products for recommendation because they are similar to those that the target
user has liked in the past. Each of these approaches have their own advantages
and disadvantages and can often be used in concert (so-called hybrid recommenders
[6]) for more effective recommendation.
More recently, researchers have started to consider other sources of recommendation knowledge, particularly in light of the deluge of social media information
and other forms of user-generated content that has suffused modern society. For
example, services like Facebook and Twitter have become a new destination for advertisers precisely because of the close connection between their users and products
and brands. Simply put, these services are awash with user opinions, positive and
negative, about brands, large and small, and products, far and wide. This begs
the question as to whether these opinions can be usefully mined from Twitter,
Facebook, and related services, to be used as the basis for recommendation tasks.
For example, the work of [18] mined movie preferences and opinions from Blippr
users as the basis for a conventional movie recommender system. Blippr allows
users to contribute short tweet-like reviews of movies and this work constructed
user profiles based on preference information that could be gleaned from these
micro-reviews. The resulting system proved to be every bit as effective as more
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conventional recommendation approaches and was demonstrated to be equally effective across other product categories including music, books, and applications.
In a similar vein the work of [16] demonstrated how (movie) ratings information,
similar to that required by collaborative filtering systems, could be extracted at
scale from Twitter. Another popular approach is to use Twitter data for news
recommendation by profiling people’s interests based on the conversations of their
social networks; see [48].
In this work we consider an alternative form of user-generated content, namely
the type of product reviews that routinely accompany products on sites such as
Amazon, TripAdvisor, etc. Consider, for example, the ThinkPad X1 Carbon 14”
Touchscreen Laptop. At the time of writing its product features, as listed by Amazon, cover technical details such as screen-size, RAM, processor speed, weight, and
battery life. These are the type of features that one might expect to find in a
conventional content-based recommender [47]. Often, such features can be difficult to locate and can be technical in nature, thereby limiting recommendation
opportunities and making it difficult for casual shoppers to judge the relevance of
suggestions in any practical sense. However, the ThinkPad X1 Carbon has more
than 60 reviews which encode valuable insights into a great many of its features;
from its “beautiful design”, “light weight” and “really fast bootup” capabilities to
its “high price”. These features capture more detail than a handful of technical
(catalog) features. They also encode the opinions of real users and, as such, provide
an objective basis for product comparisons.
We consider the following questions in this article. Can we use the features
and opinions described above as the basis for a new type of experiential product
recommendation, which is based on genuine user experiences? Can we use these
features to generate product cases and are such cases rich enough to guide product
recommendation? And what type of recommendation strategies might we use? To
address these questions we describe a technique for automatically extracting opinionated product descriptions from user generated reviews and a flexible approach
to recommendation that combines product similarity and feature sentiment. We
also describe the results of a detailed evaluation of this approach across a variety
of Amazon product domains.
The work presented in this article is based on recent work presented by the authors in [12, 14]. In this earlier work we described an approach to recommendation
that combined a simple overlap-based model of feature similarity with sentiment
analysis and demonstrated it across 3 product domains. The current work extends this in a number of important ways. First and foremost, we describe an
improved approach to combining product similarity and feature sentiment which
provides much greater configuration flexibility and accommodates a wider range of
similarity assessment techniques. Second, we describe two different approaches to
computing feature sentiment that avoids the ad hoc treatment of so-called residual
features as described in [14]. Thirdly, we explore the use of clustering techniques as
a way to identify common features that might be treated as independent features
using our standard opinion mining approach. And finally we evaluate these new
approaches on 6 different product domains.
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but it does take great portraits and its night shooting is excellent.

Filter Features

The auto focus can be slow to catch, for example. So it's not so good for action shots

Sentiment Assignment

The camera is not without its quirks however and it does take some getting used to.
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after well over 1000 shots. The build quality is excellent and it is a joy to hold.

Summarise
Sentiment

(F1, Sent1) …

I have found the battery life to be superb during normal use. I only seem to charge

(F1, S1, S2, ...) …

Generate Cases

The Fuji X100 is a great camera. It looks beautiful and takes great quality images.

ANs & NNs

Ns

Validation & Filtering

Extract Opinion Patterns

Unigram Analysis

(F1, S1, wmin 1) …

Bi-Gram Analysis

Identify Sentiment Words

R1, …, Rk

(F1, S1) … (Fn, Sn)

Sentiment Mining

Feature Extraction

Fig. 1 Extracting experiential product cases from user-generated reviews.

2 Mining Product Experiences
The central aim of this work is to implement a practical technique for turning
user-generated product reviews into rich, feature-based, experiential product cases.
The features of these cases relate to topics that are discussed by reviewers and
their aggregate opinions. Our intuition is that such features may provide access
to a greatly expanded set of product features that would be unlikely to appear
in classical catalog descriptions. Moreover, the availability of user opinions for
these features provides access to a rich source of experiential information that is
conspicuous by its absence from other recommendation approaches.
Our 3-step opinion mining approach is summarised in Figure 2 and its different
component parts are based on the work of others in the opinion-mining literature;
see for example [21, 25, 22, 39]. (1) For a given product domain (e.g. digital cameras, printers, etc.) we use shallow NLP techniques to extract a set of candidate
features from the reviews of all products in that domain; then, each particular
product P in the domain is represented by a subset of these features which appear
in Reviews(P ) = {R1 , R2 , . . . , Rk }, the reviews of P . (2) For each feature, Fi , we
count how frequently it is associated with positive, negative, or neutral sentiment
based on the opinions expressed in the reviews of P . (3) These features and sentiment scores are aggregated at the product level to generate a case of features and
overall sentiment scores.

2.1 Extracting Review Features
We consider two basic types of features — bi-gram features and single-noun features — and use a combination of shallow NLP and statistical methods to mine
them [21, 25]. For the former we look for bi-grams in reviews which conform to
one of two basic part-of-speech co-location patterns: (1) an adjective followed by
a noun (AN ) (e.g. wide angle); or (2) a noun followed by a noun (N N ) (e.g.
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video mode). These candidate features are filtered to avoid including AN ’s that
are actually opinionated single-noun features; e.g. great flash is really a singlenoun feature, flash. To do this we exclude bi-grams whose adjective is a sentiment
word (e.g. excellent, terrible etc.) in the sentiment lexicon which we use in this
work[21]1 .
For single-noun features we also extract a candidate set, this time of nouns,
from the reviews but we validate them by eliminating nouns that are rarely associated with sentiment words as per [22]. The reason is that such nouns are unlikely
to refer to product features (examples of such nouns include month, friends and
day etc.). We calculate how frequently each feature co-occurs with a sentiment
word in the same sentence, and retain a single-noun only if its frequency is greater
than some fixed threshold (in this case 30%).

2.2 Evaluating Feature Sentiment
To calculate feature sentiment we use a version of the opinion pattern mining technique proposed in [39] for extracting opinions from unstructured product reviews.
For a given feature Fi , and the corresponding review sentence Sj in review Rk ,
we determine whether there are any sentiment words in Sj . If there are not then
this feature is labeled as neutral. Otherwise we identify the sentiment word wmin
which is closest to Fi . Next we identify the part-of-speech (POS) tags for wmin , Fi
and any words that occur between wmin and Fi . This POS sequence is an opinion
pattern. For example, in the case of the bi-gram feature screen quality and the
review sentence, “...this tablet has excellent screen quality...” then wmin is the
word “excellent” which corresponds to an opinion pattern of JJ-FEATURE [39].
After a complete pass over all features we compute the frequency of occurrence
of all opinion patterns. A pattern is deemed to be valid if it occurs at least twice
following the approach in [39]. For valid patterns we assign sentiment based on
the sentiment of wmin and subject to whether Sj contains any negation terms
within a 4-word-distance of wmin . If there are no such negation terms then the
sentiment assigned to Fi in Sj is that of the sentiment word in the sentiment
lexicon. Otherwise the sentiment is reversed. If an opinion pattern is deemed not
to be valid (based on its frequency) then we assign a neutral sentiment to each of
its occurrences within the review set.

2.3 Generating Experiential Product Cases
For each product P we now have a set of features F (P ) = {F1 , ..., Fm } extracted
from Reviews(P ), and how frequently each feature Fi is associated with positive,
negative, or neutral sentiment in the particular reviews in Reviews(P ) that discuss
Fi . For the purpose of this work we only include features in a product case if they
are mentioned in more than 10% of the reviews for that product. For these features
we calculate an overall sentiment score as shown in Equation 1 and their popularity
as per Equation 2. Then each product case, Case(P ), can be represented as shown
1 The sentiment lexicon from [21] contains lists of 2,009 positive words and 4,783 negative
words. There are no weights assigned to words in the sentiment lexicon; rather, all words are
considered to equally reflect either positive or negative sentiment.
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in Equation 3. Note, P os(Fi , P ), N eg(Fi , P ), and N eut(Fi , P ) denote the number
of times that feature Fi has positive, negative and neutral sentiment in the reviews
for product P , respectively.

Sent(Fi , P ) =

P os(Fi , P ) − N eg(Fi , P )
P os(Fi , P ) + N eg(Fi , P ) + N eut(Fi , P )

(1)

|{Rk ∈ Reviews(P ) : Fi ∈ Rk }|
|Reviews(P )|

(2)

P op(Fi , P ) =

Case(P ) = {[Fi , Sent(Fi , P ), P op(Fi , P )] : Fi ∈ F (P )}

(3)

3 Recommending Products
Given the feature-based product representations above it is most natural to consider a content-based/case-based approach to recommendation [46, 57]: to retrieve
and rank recommendations based on their feature similarity to a query product.
We will describe one such technique in what follows. However, the availability of
feature sentiment hints at an alternative approach to recommendation in which
new products can be recommended because they offer improvements over certain
features of the query product. We will also describe just such an alternative and
a hybrid technique that allows for the flexible combination of similarity and sentiment.

3.1 Similarity-Based Recommendation
In our content-based recommendation strategy, each product case is represented
as a vector of features and corresponding popularity scores as per Equation 2. As
such, the value of a feature represents its frequency in reviews as a proxy for its
importance. Then we use the cosine metric to compute the similarity between the
query product, Q, and candidate recommendation, C as per Equation 4.

P
Sim(Q, C) = r

P op(Fi , Q) × P op(Fi , C)

Fi F (Q)∪F (C)

P

Fi F (Q)

P op(Fi , Q)2 ×

r

P

(4)
P op(Fi , C)2

Fi F (C)

Clearly this is a very simple content-based recommendation technique, but it is
in-line with many conventional approaches [55, 47], and serves as a useful baseline
to evaluate the more sophisticated methods described below. As an aside we could
have also considered a variation on the above where feature values were sentiment
rather than popularity scores and, indeed, we have previously considered this in
related work [14].

Case-Level Sentiment Comparison (B1)

(Q, C) > 0 in Opinion
Similarity andB1Sentiment
Mining
forimen
Product Recommendation
C enjoys bette
r sent
t than Q over shared features.
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Shared Features

C1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

Q

-1

+1
-1

0

C2

-1

-1
+1

+1
0

+1
+1

B1 (Q, C1) = +1/3

-1

+1

-1
-1

+1

+1

B1 (Q, C2) = 0/4

Fig. 2 Case C1 offers better sentiment improvement than C2 when compared to the query
product Q based on shared features.

3.2 Sentiment-Enhanced Recommendation
The availability of feature sentiment suggests a very different approach to recommendation. Rather than looking for products that are similar to a query product,
either in terms of feature popularity, as above, or feature sentiment as in [14], why
not look for products that offer better sentiment scores than the query product?
For example, consider a user who is considering a particular digital camera.
One of the features extracted from the camera’s reviews is “lens quality” and let
us assume that it has a popularity score of 0.2; indicating that about 20% of the
reviews refer to this feature. Let us also assume an intermediate sentiment score
of 0.25; indicating a weak positive sentiment. When selecting a new camera for
recommendation should we, all other things being equal, look for other cameras
that have lens quality mentioned in a similar proportion of reviews or that have a
similar overall sentiment associated with lens quality? Or should we seek to find
cameras that offer an improved sentiment score for this feature? Surely the latter
makes more sense in the context of likely consumer preferences?
The starting point for this is the better function shown as Equation 5, which
calculates a straightforward better score for feature Fi between query product
Q and recommendation candidate C. A better score less than 0 means that the
query product Q has a better sentiment score for Fi than C whereas a positive
score means that C has the better sentiment score for Fi compared to Q.
better(Fi , Q, C) =

Sent(Fi , C) − Sent(Fi , Q)
2

(5)

We can then calculate an overall better score at the product level by aggregating
the individual better scores for the product features. There are two obvious ways
to do this. First, in Equation 6 we compute the average better scores across the
features that are shared between Q and C. However, this approach ignores those
(potentially many) features that may be unique to Q or C, so called residual
features. For instance, in Figure 2 we see an example of the approach for two
candidate recomendations, C1 and C2 , with respect to a query case Q. In terms
of their shared features, C1 offers a better sentiment improvement than C2 and so
would be selected ahead of C2 on sentiment grounds during recommendation.

P
B1(Q, C) =

Fi ∈F (Q)∩F (C)

better(Fi , Q, C)

|F (Q) ∩ F (C)|

(6)

Shared + Residual Features (B2)

B2 (Q, C) > 0

C enjoys better sentiment than Q
over all features.
[Assume neutral (0) sentiment for
Ruihai Dong et al.
missing features]
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C1

-1

-1

-.5

Q

0

-.5
0

+1
+1
-1
0

C2

-1

+1
+1
-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

-.5
+1

0

+1

B2 (Q, C1) = -0.5/6

0

-1

-1
-1

0

0
.5

+1

.5
+1

B2 (Q, C2) = +1/6

Fig. 3 Case C2 offers better sentiment improvement than C1 when compared to the query
product Q based on shared and residual features.

A second alternative, to deal with these residual features, is to assign nonshared features a neutral sentiment score of 0 and then compute an average better
score across the union of features in Q and C as in Equation 7.

P
B2(Q, C) =

Fi ∈F (Q)∪F (C)

better(Fi , Q, C)

(7)

|F (Q) ∪ F (C)|

In Figure 3 we return to our example of C1 and C2 above, but this time their
fortunes are reversed based on a comparison of all (shared plus residual) features.
This time C2 wins out over C1 with respect to Q.

3.3 Combining Similarity and Sentiment
The above provides two alternatives for a sentiment-based approach to recommendation, which ranks product cases in decreasing order of their better score (either
B1 or B2). They prioritise recommendations that enjoy more positive reviews
across a range of features relative to the query product. However, these recommendations may not necessarily be very similar to the query product. What is
required is a way to combine similarity and sentiment during recommendation so
that we can prioritise products that are similar to the query product while also
being more positively reviewed.
Perhaps the simplest way to combine similarity and sentiment approaches is
to use a hybrid scoring metric such as that shown in Equation 8; in this instance
Sent(Q, C) can be implemented as either B1 or B2 above2 . Thus we compute an
overall score for a candidate recommendation C based on a combination of C’s
similarity and sentiment scores with respect to Q. In what follows we will use this
as our basic recommendation ranking approach, implementing versions that use
B1 and B2 and varying the parameter w to control the relative influence of feature
similarity and sentiment during recommendation.


Score(Q, C) = (1 − w) × Sim(Q, C) + w ×

Sent(Q, C) + 1
2


(8)

2 The range of both B1 and B2 is [-1, +1]. Since the range of Sim(Q, C) is [0, +1], Sent(Q, C)
is normalised to [0, +1] in Equation 8.
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4 Evaluation
Thus far we have presented two core technical contributions: (1) a technique for
extracting feature-based product descriptions from user-generated reviews; and
(2) an approach to generating product recommendations that leverages a combination of feature similarity and review sentiment. We now describe the results
of a comprehensive experiment designed to evaluate different aspects of both of
these contributions using a multi-domain product dataset from Amazon. In particular, we will focus on evaluating the type of product descriptions that can be
extracted, in terms of the variety of features and sentiment information, as well as
assessing their suitability for recommendation based on similarity and sentiment
scores. Importantly this will include an analysis of the benefits of using these approaches in a practical recommendation setting, and by comparison to Amazon’s
own recommendations.
4.1 Datasets
The data for this experiment was extracted from Amazon.com during October
2012. We focused on 6 different product categories: Digital Cameras, GPS Devices,
Laptops, Phones, Printers, and Tablets. For each product, we extracted review
texts and helpfulness information, and the top n (n = 5) ranked recommendations
for ‘related’ products as suggested by Amazon3 . In our analysis, we only considered
products with at least 10 reviews; see Table 1 for dataset statistics.
Category
Cameras
GPS
Laptops
Phones
Printers
Tablets

#Reviews
9,355
12,115
12,431
14,860
24,369
17,936

#Products
103
119
314
257
233
166

µf eatures
30.77
24.32
28.60
9.35
16.89
26.15

σf eatures
12.29
10.82
15.21
5.44
7.60
10.48

Table 1 Dataset statistics.

4.2 Mining Rich Product Descriptions
The success of the recommendation approach developed in this work depends
critically on our ability to translate user-generated reviews into useful product
cases; in the sense that they are rich enough, in terms of their features, to form
the basis of recommendation.
4.2.1 Feature Histograms
As a starting point consider the feature histograms in Figure 4 for the cases extracted for each product type and showing the number of product cases of different
3 In this case, related products are those as suggested by Amazon’s “Customers who viewed
this item also viewed these items” approach to recommendation.
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sizes (that is, different numbers of features) that were produced. Generally speaking we can see that our feature mining approach is extracting rich product cases,
many of which contain reasonably large numbers of features. For example, we can
see that Laptop cases (Figure 4(c)) contain a wide range of case sizes, from small
cases with very limited features sets of less than 10 to cases with as many as 70
features; the majority of cases contain somewhere between 15 and 30 features. In
contrast P hones (Figure 4(d)) have a much narrower feature distribution; most
have 5-15 features while very few have more than 20 features, indicating that users
provide opinions on a narrow range of features in their reviews of phones compared
to laptops.

4.2.2 Product Similarity
The last two columns in Table 1 show the mean and standard deviation of the
number of features that are extracted across the 6 product domains. It should be
clear that we can expect to generate reasonably feature-rich cases from our review
mining approach as 10-30 features are extracted per product case on average.
However, this is of limited use if the variance in similarity between products in
each category is low. Figure 5 shows histograms for the similarity values between
all pairs of products for each of the 6 Amazon domains. Once again the results
bode well because they show a wide range of possible similarity values, rather than
a narrow range of similarity which may suggest limitations in the expressiveness
of the extracted product representations.

4.2.3 Sentiment Heatmaps
It is also interesting to look at the different types of sentiment expressed for different features in the product categories. For example, Figure 6 shows the sentiment
heatmap for the Laptops product category. Rows correspond to product cases and
columns to their features. The sentiment of a particular feature is indicated by
colour, from red (strong negative sentiment) to green (strong positive sentiment);
missing features are shown in grey. (To fully appreciate this representation, the
heatmap should be viewed in colour.) Both the feature columns and product rows
are sorted by average sentiment.
There are a number of observations to make. First, because of the ordering of
the features we can clearly see that features with the highest (leftmost) and lowest
(rightmost) sentiment scores also tend to elicit the most opinions from reviewers;
the leftmost and rightmost regions of the heatmap are the most densely populated.
By and large there is a strong review bias towards positive or neutral opinions;
there are far more green and yellow cells than red. (Similar trends are observed
for the other product categories.) Some features are almost universally liked or
disliked. For example, for Laptops the single most liked feature is price with keyboard and screen also featuring highly. In contrast, features such as fan noise and
wifi are among the most universally disliked Laptop features. Across the product
domains, price is generally the most liked feature, suggesting perhaps that modern
consumer electronics pricing models are a good fit to consumer expectations, at
least currently.
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(a) Cameras (µ = 30.77, σ = 12.29)

(d) Phones (µ = 9.35, σ = 5.44)

(b) GPS (µ = 24.32, σ = 10.82)

(e) Printers (µ = 16.89, σ = 7.58)

(c) Laptops (µ = 28.60, σ = 15.21)

(f) Tablets (µ = 26.15, σ = 10.48)
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Fig. 4 Product case size histograms.

4.3 Recommendation Performance
To evaluate our recommendation approach we use a standard leave-one-out approach, comparing our recommendations, for each query product Q, to those produced by Amazon; as discussed previously we scraped Amazon’s recommendations
during our dataset collection phase. Specifically, for each query product Q in a
given domain we generate a set of n = 5 ranked recommendations using Equation
8 instantiated with B1 and B2; we do this for each value of w from 0 to 1 in steps
of 0.1. This produces 22 recommendation lists, for each Q, 11 for each of B1 and
B2, which we compare to Amazon’s own recommendations for Q.
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(a) Cameras (µ = 0.67, σ = 0.11)

(d) Phones (µ = 0.45, σ = 0.20)

(b) GPS (µ = 0.62, σ = 0.15)

(e) Printers (µ = 0.57, σ = 0.15)

(c) Laptops (µ = 0.48, σ = 0.14)

(f) Tablets (µ = 0.56, σ = 0.13)

Fig. 5 Product similarity histograms.

4.3.1 Recommendation Precision
We calculate a standard precision metric to compare our recommendations to
Amazon’s, by calculating the percentage of our recommendations that are contained in Amazon’s recommendation lists. Figure 7 presents these results averaged over all products for each of the six product domains as we vary w. We can
see that lower values of w (< 0.5), where feature similarity plays a major ranking
role, producing recommendation lists that include more Amazon recommendations
compared to higher values of w (> 0.5) where feature sentiment plays the major
role. For example, in the Camera domain lower values of w lead to stable precision scores of 0.4–0.5 but precision falls quickly for w > 0.7. This basic pattern
is repeated across all six product domain, albeit with different absolute precision
scores. The fact that precision is reasonably high for low values of w suggests that
our similarity measure based on extracted features is proving to be useful from
a recommendation standpoint as it enables us to suggest some of the same products as Amazon’s own ratings-based recommender. As w increases, and feature
sentiment begins to play a more influential role in recommendation ranking, both
B1 and B2 start to prefer recommendation candidates that are not present in
Amazon’s recommendations and so precision falls.
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Fig. 6 Feature sentiment heatmap for the Laptops product category. The rows correspond to
product cases and columns to features. The rows are sorted such that products which have the
highest sentiment appear at the top. The columns are sorted such that the left-most features
are those with highest sentiment (green colour); right-most features have lowest sentiment (red
colour); missing features (i.e. features not discussed in reviews for particular product cases)
are shown in grey.

Of course, as a practical matter, our objective is not necessarily to maximise
this precision metric. It serves only as a superficial guide to recommendation quality relative to the Amazon baseline. But the real question is whether there is any
evidence that the non-Amazon recommendations made by B1 and B2 are in any
way superior to the Amazon recommendations, especially as when w increases,
non-Amazon recommendations come to dominate.
4.3.2 Ratings Benefit
As an alternative to conventional precision metrics, we propose to use Amazon’s
overall product ratings (i.e. the average rating calculated over all reviews for each
product) as an independent objective measure of product quality. Specifically, we
compute a relative benefit metric to compare two sets of recommendations based
on their ratings, as per Equation 9; e.g. a relative benefit of 0.15 means that our
recommendations R enjoy an average rating score that is 15% higher that those
produced by Amazon (A).
Rating(R) − Rating(A)
(9)
Rating(A)
We also compute the average similarity between our recommendations and the
current query product, using our mined feature representations; we refer to this
Benef it(R, A) =
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Fig. 7 Precision (y-axis) versus w (x-axis) for each product domain; B1 and B2 are presented
as circles and squares on the line graphs, respectively.

as the query product similarity. This allows us to evaluate whether our techniques
are producing recommendations that continue to be related to the query product
— there is little benefit to recommending highly rated products that bear little
or no resemblance to the type of product the user is looking for — and, as we
shall see it also provides a basis for a more direct comparison to Amazon’s own
recommendations.
The results of this analysis are presented for the 6 product domains in Figure
8(a–f) for B1 and B2 when recommending n = 5 products. In each graph we show
the benefit scores (left y-axis) for B1 and B2 (dashed lines) for varying values of w
(x-axis), along with the corresponding query product similarity values calculated
using Equation 4 (right y-axis, solid lines). We also show the average similarity
(by Equation 4) between the query product and the Amazon recommendations,
which is obviously unaffected by w and so appears as a solid horizontal line in each
chart. These results allow us to examine the performance of a variety of different
recommendation strategies based on the combination of mined feature similarity
and user sentiment.
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Fig. 8 Ratings benefit (left y-axis and dashed lines) and query similarity (right y-axis and
solid lines) versus w (x-axis); B1 and B2 are presented as circles and squares on the line graphs
respectively and the Amazon query similarity is shown as a solid horizontal line.

4.3.3 Contrasting Sentiment and Similarity
To begin with we will look at the extremes where w = 0 and w = 1. At w = 0
both B1 and B2 techniques are equivalent to a pure similarity-based approach to
recommendation (i.e. using cosine as per Equation 4), because sentiment is not
contributing to the overall recommendation score. For this configuration there is
little or no ratings benefit – the recommendations produced have very similar average ratings scores to those produced by Amazon – although both B1 and B2
tend to produce recommendations that are more similar to the query product, in
terms of the features mentioned in reviews, than Amazon’s own recommendations.
For example, in the Phones dataset (Figure 8(d)) at w = 0 we can see that B1
and B2 have a ratings benefit of approximately 0 and a query product similarity of just under 0.8 compared to approximately 0.6 for Amazon’s comparable
recommendations.
Another interesting configuration is at w = 1, which reflects an approach to
recommendation that is based solely on sentiment and without any similarity
component. In this configuration we can see a range of maximum positive ratings
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benefits (from 0.06 to 0.23) across all 6 product domains. Further, B2 generally
outperforms B1 (at this w = 1 setting). For example, looking again at the Phones
dataset (Figure 8(d)), at w = 1 we see a ratings benefit of 0.21 for B2. In other
words the products recommended by B2 enjoyed ratings that were approximately
21% higher than those products recommended by Amazon; it is worth noting that
this represents on average an increase of almost one rating-scale point for Amazon’s
5-point scale.
However, these ratings benefits are tempered by a drop in query product similarity. At w = 1, query product similarity falls to between 0.31 and 0.67, and typically below the query product similarity of the average Amazon recommendations
(approximately 0.6–0.8 across the 6 product domains). Based on the similarity
analysis from Figure 5 we can calibrate the extent of this drop by noting that, for
B1 in particular, it often leads to recommendations whose average similarity to
the query product is less than the average similarity between any random pair of
products in a given domain. In other words there is a tradeoff between these ratings
benefits and query product similarity and a likelihood that the better rated recommendations suggested by our approaches may no longer be sufficiently similar
to the query product to meet the user’s product needs or preferences.
4.3.4 Combining Similarity and Sentiment
By varying the value of w we can explore different combinations of similarity
and sentiment during recommendation to better understand this tradeoff between
query product similarity and ratings benefit. For example, as w increases we can
see a gradual increase in ratings benefit for both B1 and B2, with B2 generally outperforming B1, especially for larger values of w. In some domains (e.g. Cameras
and Laptops) the ratings benefit increase is more modest (< 0.1) whereas a more
significant ratings benefit is observed for GP S, P hones, P rinters, and T ablets.
The slope of these ratings benefit curves and the maximum benefit achieved is
influenced by the nature of the ratings-space in the different domains. For example, Cameras and Laptops have the highest average ratings and lowest standard
deviations of ratings across the 6 domains. This suggests that there is less room
for ratings improvement during recommendation. In contrast, P hones and T ablets
have among the lowest average ratings and highest standard deviations and thus
enjoy much greater opportunities for improved ratings.
As expected query product similarity is also influenced by w. For w < 0.7 we
see little change in query product similarity. But for w > 0.7 there is a drop in
query product similarity as sentiment tends to dominate during recommendation
ranking. This query product similarity profile is remarkably consistent across all
product domains and in all cases B2 better preserves query product similarity
compared to B1.
Overall then we find that B2 tends to offer better ratings benefits and query
product similarity than B1 but it is still difficult to calibrate these differences
or their relationship to the Amazon baseline as w varies. We need a fixed point
of reference for the purpose of a like-for-like comparison. To do this we compare
our techniques by fixing w at the point at which the query product similarity
curve intersects with the Amazon query product similarity level and then reading
the corresponding ratings benefits for B1 and B2. This is an interesting reference
point because it allows us to look at the ratings benefit offered by B1 and B2
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while delivering recommendations that have the same query product similarity as
the baseline Amazon recommendations. For example, as shown in Figure 8(e), for
P rinters the query product similarity of B1 and B2 crossed that of Amazon at
w values of 0.83 and 0.9, respectively. And at these w values they deliver ratings
benefits of 8% and 14%, respectively. In other words our sentiment-based techniques are capable of delivering recommendations that are as similar to the query
product as Amazon’s but with a better average rating.
In Figure 9 we summarise these ratings benefits (bars) and the corresponding w
values (lines) for B1 and B2. These results clarify the positive ratings benefits that
are available using our sentiment-based recommendation techniques without compromising query product similarity. To evaluate the statistical significance of these
results we used the Kruskall-Wallis test [30] on the raw ratings data that made up
the ratings benefit results and similarity results above. As such the null hypothesis
was that the 3 groups (Amazon baseline, B1 and B2 ) of ratings (or similarity)
data are all taken from the same underlying distributions. This null hypothesis was
rejected at the 0.01 level of confidence, expect in the case of the Digital Camera
product category. Next, we applied the Tukey-Kramer test to those product categories where this null hypothesis was rejected (Laptops, GPS, Printers, Phones,
and Tablets) to perform a pairwise comparison between the 3 approaches (Amazon
baseline, B1 and B2 ), in order to determine which approaches were significantly
different from the others. We found, in all cases, that both B1 and B2 were significant different (improved ratings benefit) from the Amazon baseline. Further, in
the case of Printers, Phones, and Tablets we found that the differences observed
between B1 and B2 were also statistically significant; in each case favouring B2,
where large ratings benefits between 13% and 21% were observed for B2 in these
product categories. We also found that the differences observed across the similarity data were not statistically different. This means that our techniques were able
to generate these ratings improvements without compromising on query similarity.
It is also interesting to note the consistency of the w values at which the
query product similarity of the sentiment-based recommendations matches that
of the Amazon recommendations, particularly for strategy B2 (0.87–0.93). As a
practical matter this suggests that a w of about 0.9 will be sufficient to deliver
recommendations that balance query product similarity with significant ratings
benefits, thereby avoiding the need for domain-specific calibration.

4.4 Combining Related Features
The approach to opinion mining that we have described so far is susceptible to
a proliferation of mined features because it is insensitive to the many and varied
ways that people will inevitably refer to the same product features. For example, in
hotel reviews North Americans will comment on the speed of the elevators while
Europeans will talk about lifts. Some reviewers may refer to customer support
while others will talk about customer service or, in camera reviews, pictures versus
photos. Other features may in fact be subtly different but it will make sense to
consider them as a single feature; for example, touch pads versus mouse pads. In
all of these examples our current opinion mining technique will fail to recognise
the common features.
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Fig. 9 Summary ratings benefits at the Amazon baseline query product similarity.

4.4.1 Feature Clustering
One way to address this is to attempt to cluster similar features together on the
basis of similarities in the way that they are referred to in user generated reviews.
For example, we can associate each extracted feature with a description vector
that is made up of the set of terms extracted from the sentences that refer to this
feature; see Equation 10 where Sens(Fi ) denotes the set of sentences in which
feature Fi occurs and T erms(Sk ) denotes the set of terms contained in a sentence
Sk 4 . Thus each feature Fi is associated with a set of terms and each feature can
be associated with a normalized term frequency weight, wj [36]. In this way, each
feature can be compared based on the similarity of their description vectors.
Desc(Fi ) =

[

{tj : tj ∈ T erms(Sk ), wj }

(10)

∀Sk ∈Sens(Fi )

Next, we can apply standard clustering techniques to these description vectors.
In this experiment we use CLUTO5 and select a standard partitional clustering
algorithm. In fact we consider two experimental conditions. In the standard condition, the objective is to take feature synonyms into account and to cluster related
features together; for example, picture and shots are synonyms of feature image.
By experiment, setting the target number of clusters to be 35% of the total number
of features extracted for each domain (i.e. such that each cluster contains approximately three related features) provided good performance in this regard. Thus,
this approach allows us to consider the performance of clustering with minimal
fine-tuning and a particular objective (capturing feature synonyms) in mind.
The second clustering condition, optimized, considers a number of clustering
algorithms and cluster criterion functions available from the CLUTO toolkit, and
the best performing combination for each product domain over a range of partitions
with different numbers of clusters is selected. This affords us with an opportunity
4 All terms in sentences are first converted to lowercase, stop words are removed and the
remaining terms are stemmed to their root form.
5 http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/cluto
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to evaluate performance when a greater degree of fine-tuning has been carried out
in order to understand the potential of this particular variation.
4.4.2 Generating Cases from Clustered Features
Using this clustering approach we can modify the case generation step of our approach. Each case is now made up of a set of clusters and each cluster is comprised
of a set of features. In effect, each cluster corresponds to a type of high-level feature, such that the features it contains are related in some way. For example, we
might expect to find a cluster that corresponds to the “picture quality” of a digital
camera and for it to contain features such as “image resolution”, “picture clarity”,
“night images” etc. Now, for a given cluster Cj we compute its sentiment and popularity scores in a manner similar to the way in which we compute the individual
feature scores in Equations 1 and 2, except that now each cluster contains a set
of features. Thus the sentiment and popularity scores are each aggregated across
all of these in-cluster features, F1 , . . . , Fm , as per Equations 11 and 12:

P
Sent(Cj , P ) = P

Fi ∈Cj

P op(Cj , P ) =

Fi ∈Cj

P os(Fi , P ) −

P os(Fi , P ) +

P

Fi ∈Cj

P

Fi ∈Cj

N eg(Fi , P )

N eg(Fi , P ) +

P

Fi ∈Cj

N eut(Fi , P )
(11)

|{Rk ∈ Reviews(P ) : F1 ∈ Rk ∨ F2 ∈ Rk ∨ . . . ∨ Fm ∈ Rk }|
(12)
|Reviews(P )|

where P os(Fi , P ), N eg(Fi , P ) and N eut(Fi , P ) denote the number of times feature
Fi ∈ Cj has positive,
negative and neutral sentiment in the reviews for product P

Reviews(P ) , respectively.
4.4.3 Preliminary Results
Our aim in this section is to evaluate whether this approach to clustering features
offers any meaningful improvement compared to the simpler more direct feature
extraction approach. To test this we re-run the experiments above but using the
cases produced from the two clustering conditions. This means that we have two
new sets of ratings benefits scores, for the standard and optimized conditions, for
varying values of w as per Section 4.3.4. Further, as described in Section 4.3.4,
we can perform a fixed-point comparison of the techniques by comparing the ratings benefit at the point at which the query product similarity intersects with the
Amazon similarity level to give a single ratings benefit value per product domain
for each of the clustering conditions and for B1 and B2. We compare this ratings
benefit to the corresponding ratings benefit produced from Section 4.3.4 to compute a relative clustering improvement. For example, in Section 4.3.4 we found that
B2 produced a relative ratings benefit of 7% for the Laptops domain; see Figure
9. Using clustering, the standard condition was found to deliver a corresponding
relative ratings benefit of just over 10% for B2 in Laptops, or a relative clustering
improvement of approximately 50%.
These results are presented in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) for the standard and
optimized clustering conditions, respectively. In each graph we chart the relative
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clustering improvement for B1 and B2 across the six product categories. They
show varying levels of improvement due to clustering for B1 and B2 approaches,
with the optimized clustering condition out-performing the standard condition. For
example we can see that product domains such as Cameras and Laptops enjoy quite
significant improvements, from about 20% to 170% (optimised condition), with B2
outperforming B1 in both domains. By comparison, GPS, Printers, Phones and
Tablets enjoy more modest improvements with B1 outperforming B2; in fact in
the standard clustering condition clustering has a negative effect on the ratings
benefit for Phones and Tablets when B2 is used.
It is interesting to speculate as to why there is such a different in the benefits
offered by feature clustering. In Figure 10(a) we also show total number of unique
features extracted from each of the domains as a dotted line on the secondary yaxis. It is clear that there is a very strong correlation (RB1 = 0.439, RB2 = 0.718 )
between the number of features and the relative clustering improvement: the more
features (one indicator of domain complexity) that are extracted the larger the
clustering benefit. Larger numbers of mined features suggest a greater potential
for clustering to bring common features together, for richer case representations,
and deliver recommendation benefits as a result.
The outlier is the Tablets domain. It has a high apparent domain complexity
(approximately 200 mined features) but benefits little from clustering. Our hypothesis for why this should be the case is that this domain is an immature one
because it represents a relatively new product class. It is likely, therefore, that a
stable vocabulary for describing tablets has yet to emerge. For example, it is clear
from some reviews that people talk about tablets as if they are large smartphones
while others describe them as if there are laptops. Thus, there is a level of confusion about feature terminology and the high feature count is more an artefact of
this than it is a true reflection of an inherent domain complexity. This implies that
the application of feature clustering provides little benefit and hence the reduced
performance observed; a rigourous test of this hypothesis is left to future work.

4.5 Summary Findings
The objective of this evaluation has been twofold: (1) to assess the quality of the
product cases that are mined solely from product reviews; and (2) to evaluate the
effectiveness of using these cases, and a combination of similarity and sentiment,
during recommendation.
Regarding (1), it is clear that the product cases generated are feature rich with
patterns of similar features extracted across many products. As to the quality of
these features, the fact that they can be used as the basis for useful recommendations is a strong signal that they reflect meaningful product attributes; recommendations based solely on similarity share a strong overlap with those produced by
Amazon, for example. More specifically, regarding (2) we have demonstrated that
by combining feature similarity and sentiment we can generate recommendations
that are comparable to those produced by Amazon (with respect to similarity) but
enjoy higher overall user ratings, a strong independent measure of recommendation
quality. Moreover our initial exploration of feature clustering suggests that there
may be additional room for improved recommendations within this approach. Cer-
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(a) Standard Clustering

(b) Optimized Clustering
Fig. 10 Relative clustering improvement at the Amazon baseline query product similarity.

tainly more complex domains can benefit significantly from feature clustering as
a way to further enrich extracted case descriptions.

5 Related Work
The analysis of user-generated content such as online reviews has long been a
fruitful research target with applications in a variety of domains. In particular the
opinions expressed in user-generated content can provide powerful insights in many
different contexts and the opinion mining literature is replete with a variety of significant challenges, mature techniques and significant results. This includes work
in sub-areas such as sentiment analysis [31, 44, 8, 62, 63, 64], aspect-oriented opinion
mining [24, 4, 50, 21, 22, 66, 11], opinion summarization [21, 32, 70, 58, 26, 45], opin-
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ion search and retrieval [67, 68, 40, 23], and product review helpfulness estimation
[69, 28, 42, 33, 15] to name but a few.
For example, the task of estimating review helpfulness has received considerable
attention in recent times as a way to guide users towards more helpful reviews;
this is particularly important given the growth in user generated reviews online.
For example, work in [42] adopts a classification-based approach to automatically
classify reviews as helpful or not based on a variety of different content (e.g.
review terms, readability, sentiment, ratings, etc.) and social features (e.g. reviewer
history, reputation etc.). A similar approach was proposed in [27], where review
ratings, length and unigram term distribution were found to be among the most
discriminating features from a helpfulness perspective. Timeliness of reviews and
reviewer expertise also proved to be useful predictors of movie review helpfulness
[34], indicating that older reviews are less appreciated by consumers and that
reviewers with an interest in and knowledge of particular movie genres are likely
to author high quality reviews for similar-genre movies in the future. Recently the
work of [15] proposed the automatic extraction of review features and sentiment
using techniques similar to those presented in this article and demonstrate their
benefit in improving helpfulness classification in addition to, or in the absence of,
more conventional features; see also [2, 20, 43].
With the explosive growth in user-generated content, sentiment analysis has
become a key research focus in recent times. In general, sentiment analysis has
been explored at the document-level, sentence-level and the aspect-level [31]. At
the document-level, the analysis is mainly concerned with classifying the overall polarity of a document as either positive or negative. For example, Pang et
al. explored a supervised machine learning approach to classify the polarity of
movie reviews, and found that a SVM-based approach using unigrams achieved
best performance [44]; see also [62]. To move beyond the kind of high-level analysis provided at the document-level, researchers have also focused on analysing
sentiment at the sentence-level. In this approach, sentences from documents are
classified as either objective or subjective, and subjective sentences are further
classified as either positive and negative; see, for example [63, 41].
In aspect-oriented opinion mining [22], the focus is on extracting multi-faceted
opinions that are akin to feature-based item descriptions. In the context of the
work presented in this article this translates into the extraction of feature-based
product descriptions from user generated reviews and other sources of opinions. For
example, the work of [50] is representative in this regard and describes the use of
shallow NLP techniques for explicit feature extraction and sentiment analysis; see
also [21, 22]. The features extracted, and the techniques used, are similar to those
presented in this article, although in the case of the former there was a particular
focus on the extraction of merenomic and taxonomic features to describe the parts
and properties of a product. Zhang et al. [66] analyze the sentiment of comparative
and subjective sentences in reviews on a per-feature basis to create a semi-ordering
of products, but they do not consider the recommendation task with respect to a
query product.
Building on the above work, opinion summarisation [70, 58] is concerned with
summarising the viewpoints relating to products and services obtained from multiple sources. For example, a technique to summarise and visualise opinions relating
to product features mined from a set of customer reviews is presented in [21, 32].
Further, work has been proposed to summarise contrasting viewpoints; see, for
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example [26, 45]. Work in the area opinion retrieval, combining research from the
fields of information retrieval and sentiment analysis, is also of interest [38, 67].
In this work, the objective is to identify relevant and opinionated entities; for example, locating Chinese restaurants specialising in Szechuan cuisine at reasonable
prices. An example of this kind of work is the RevMiner application, which extracts
attribute and value pairs from reviews and summarises opinions by clustering related attributes [23]. Other applications of sentiment analysis techniques include
The Stock Sonar application [17], which mines positive and negative sentiment
from news articles for stocks and visualizes sentiment together with stock price
for the user; Tweetfeel 6 , which monitors opinions contained in tweets relating to
products such as movies and brands, etc; and the prediction of election outcomes
by analyzing the political sentiment of tweets [61]; further applications can be
found in [37, 3].
In this article, the focus is on the development of novel recommendation approaches based on sentiment analysis techniques applied to user-generated content.
As mentioned previously conventional recommender systems are typically based
on ratings or transaction data (collaborative filtering) or on fixed content representations (content-based), and the idea of developing a recommendation framework
based on noisy user-generated content remains novel in itself. The work of [18] is
relevant in this regard in that it uses user-generated micro reviews as the basis
for a text-based content recommender, and recently work in [9] has also tried to
exploit user-generated content in similar ways. By providing a new source of recommendation knowledge user-generated reviews can enable recommender systems to
operate in contexts that might otherwise be impossible. For example, reviews are
leveraged to alleviate the well-known cold-start problem associated with collaborative recommenders [49]. In that work, the focus is on mining user preferences from
review texts to reduce the sparsity of the user-item matrix; thereafter standard
collaborative filtering algorithms are applied to the augmented user-item matrix
to improve recommendation performance.
The work presented in this article clearly goes further than this body of related work in the area of recommender systems. It combines ideas from sentiment
analysis, in particular aspect-oriented opinion mining, and recommender systems
to demonstrate the practicality of harnessing reviews as a core knowledge source
for future recommender systems. Moreover, the availability of opinion sentiment
facilitates a style of recommendation that is simply not feasible with more traditional approaches. Our focus in this article has been very much on user-generated
reviews driving a standalone recommender system. In reality it is more likely that
this work would encourage use of user-generated reviews as part of a more holistic,
hybrid approach to recommendation, one that combines catalog content with user
reviews, and transactional or ratings information. How these different sources of
knowledge can and should be combined for maximal benefit remains a matter for
future work.

6
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6 Limitations and Future Work
As with any piece of research there are limitations to what we have achieved
and, at the same time, opportunities for new lines of research as a result. Our
broad objective with this research has been to investigate the potential for usergenerated reviews to act as a new source of recommendation information. This
is particularly important in many recommendation scenarios where traditional
content-rich product descriptions may not be available or may be expensive to
obtain. In fact this is one of the primary reasons why researchers have focused
on content-free recommendation approaches such as collaborative filtering when
it comes to generating recommendations in many domains. And in this paper
we have provided evidence to support the hypothesis that user-generated reviews
can form a rich source of product information that is suitable for the purpose of
recommendation.
That being said, one of the limitations of this work is that in comparing our approaches to a baseline recommendation strategy we have had to adopt a relatively
simplistic content-based recommendation strategy (see Equation 4 in Section 3.1).
Briefly, we computed the similarity between two products (a query product and a
recommendation product) based on the similarity of their mined features. And we
used the popularity of these features in the product reviews as the feature value.
In this way two products whose reviews mention price frequently are considered
more similar (in terms of price) than two products where price is mentioned at very
different frequencies. Clearly this is a very basic and somewhat naive approach to
content similarity as we mentioned in Section 3.1. It was chosen precisely because
our Amazon datasets did not provide any alternative feature-based content representations which would have been amenable to a more traditional case-based
approach to product recommendation. Clearly, as part of future work, it would
be appropriate to look for opportunities to consider domains where a more robust
approach to product similarity could be used as a baseline. In fact since the writing of this paper we have carried out just such an evaluation using Trip Advisor
data, which does provide feature-based hotel descriptions. In this Trip Advisor
work (see [13]) we found very similar results to those presented here.
Another limitation of this work relates to the choice of techniques that we have
adopted for the purpose of opinion mining and sentiment analysis. The purpose
of this research has always been to explore the role of user generated reviews in
recommendation rather than advance the state-of-the-art in opinion mining or
sentiment analysis. As such we chose to adopt tried and tested approaches to
opinion mining and sentiment analysis on the grounds that if these conventional
approaches worked well, which they did, then it would still provide plenty of opportunity for further improvements as new opinion mining and sentiment analysis
techniques emerged. Such opportunities include: the use of domain specific sentiment lexicons for sentiment analysis [51]; alternative approaches to evaluating
negative sentiment, irony, and sarcasm in reviews [60, 54]; improved techniques for
mining product features [65, 1] etc.
We also made certain simplifying assumptions about the various parameters
that we chose for the purpose of evaluation and testing. For example, we choose
to focus on products that had at least 10 reviews and this begs the question as
to whether the approaches described are particularly sensitive to the number of
reviews available. It is worth noting that in choosing 10 reviews we established a
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reasonably low bar for the number of reviews needed to deliver reasonable results.
It is not uncommon for products to have many more than 10 reviews, for example,
and so we can expect that this particular configuration setting should not hinder
the application of these ideas in other domains. Nevertheless it will be interesting
to consider the impact of fewer or more reviews on recommendation performance
as a matter for future work.
There are of course many other exciting prospects for future work in this area.
Our grand vision, as stated above, has been to establish user-generated reviewed as
a reliable source of product knowledge for recommender systems and as such they
can now play a role in a host of related recommendation tasks from personalization
to explanation. For example, in this article we have proposed a non-personalised
approach to recommendation; i.e. recommending a set of products which are similar to, and better than, a query product. An obvious extension of our approach
is to consider personalised recommendations; for example, by constructing user
models based on the particular features (and associated sentiment) discussed in
the reviews authored by users, and to recommend products that satisfy the individual feature preferences of users. In addition, the feature-based cases extracted
for products (and users) can be leveraged for the purposes of recommendation explanation, which is key to user satisfaction with and acceptance of recommender
systems [19, 59]. For example, the kind of explanations afforded by our approach,
based on product features which are both liked by users and which are frequently
mentioned (in a positive sense) in reviews for products, provide for an intuitive
and, importantly, a personalised source of explanations for users. Moreover, our
work has application in the area of conversational recommender systems [7, 5, 52]
where, for example, critiques based on feature sentiment in addition to feature
values can be provided in order to better facilitate and enhance the exploration of
the product space.

7 Conclusions
Intuitively user-generated product reviews appear to provide a rich source of recommendation raw material but to the best of our knowledge these data sources
have not been used as the basis for recommendation, at least in a direct way. In
this article we have described an approach to mining product descriptions from
raw review texts and we have shown how this information can be used to drive a
novel recommendation technique that combines aspects of product similarity and
feature sentiment. In turn we have presented results from a comprehensive evaluation across 6 Amazon product domains containing more than 1,000 products and
90,000 reviews. These results point to clear benefits in terms of recommendation
quality, by combining similarity and sentiment information, compared to a suitable
ground-truth (Amazon’s own recommendations). Importantly, these recommendations have been produced without the need for large-scale transaction/ratings data
(cf. collaborative filtering approaches) or structured product knowledge or metadata (cf. conventional content-based approaches).
While our evaluation has presented results from 6 different product domains
it could be argued that, since these domains all relate to consumer electronics,
the generalisability of our approach may be exaggerated; perhaps it works well for
consumer electronics with technical features but not perhaps for other domains.
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At the time of writing we have completed a similar evaluation for hotels using
TripAdvisor hotel reviews. The results are presented in [13] and it is clear that
they present a very similar picture both in terms of the type of hotel cases that
are produced and our ability to produce useful recommendations by combining
similarity and sentiment. On this basis we can be somewhat confident that the
approaches we have described in this work provide a useful new approach to casebased product recommendation.
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